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ABSTRACT. Extract prepared from embryonic chick retina stimulate~
growth and particularly lentoidogenesis when added as a supplement to re-
tinal glial (RG) cultures in vitro. This effect is especially marked when using
a medium (H) containing 5% horse serum, where growth factors are likely
to be limiting. The number of lentoids in such cultures increases with the
concentration of extract. Using extracts from earlier and later stages of reti-
nal development, there is an age-dependent decline in the extent to which
lentoidogenesis is stimulated. .t is suggested that these efforts are mediated
by growth fa~ors present in the retinal extract acting upon Muller glial cells
or their precursors in the RG cultures. In support of this suggestion, we
show that purified fibroblast growth factor (but not epidermal growth fac-
tor) exerts similar effects on 8-crystalline in accumulation and number of
lentoids.

Introduction

It is known that the transformation of the cells from one kind to another is called
transdifferentiation. Okada et al. showed that neural retina cultures can transdif-
ferentiate into lentoids (smalllens)[l], and from here the term lentoidogenesis. De-
pomerai and Gali[2] found that lentoidogenesiswas promoted in 9 days embryonic
neural retina culture by adding 9 days chick embryo extracts but this pr~motion de-
creases in the presence of adult chicken serum or even new born bovine serum. On
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the other hand, adding retina extract to a medium with low percentage of len-
toidogenesis promotes lentoidogenesis, and increases the number of lentoids.

Numerous in vitro studies showed that retinal extract can stimulate the growth of
lens epithelial cells[3,4]. ~cently, Karim and Depomerai[3] reported that a crudereti-
nal extract prepared from chick embryos is able to promote transdifferentiation into
lens. Similar effects result from supplementation with purified fibroblast growth fac-
tor[3,S].

The present study reports the influence of retinal extracts and fibroblast growth
factor on lentoidogenesis in the chick embryo retinal glial cell cultures.

Materials and Methods

Materials
Fertile eggs were obtained from home raised chicken. Tissue culture media and

sera were from 'Gibco-Europe:, and most chemicals from Sigma.

Methods
( j) Cell culture
Nine-day chick embryo NR cells were cultured for up to 50 days[6]. Cells were sown

at a density of 5 x 106/ml medium comprising Eagle's MEM with Earle's salts, 26 mM
NAHCO3, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 I.U./mlpenicillin. 100 lJ.g/ml streptomycin, and
5% horse serum. NR cultures were stripped of > 90% of neuronal N cells by treat-
ment with 50 IJ.m-Chinoform-ferric chelate between the days 3 and 7 in vitro accord-
ing to the method of Ohtsuka et a/.[?]. The resultant cultures are composed of
monolayer sheets of epitheloid glial-like G-cells (Muller glia and their precursors)
Fig. 1.

( ii) Retinal extract preparation
Retinal extract was prep!ired as described by Arruti and Courtois[6]. Retinas from

recently killed chick embryos (8, 12 and 18 days old) were homogenized in an equal
volume of phosphate buffered saline. After centrifugation at 500 Xg for 30 minutes,
the supernatant was passed through a'succession of Millipore filters of decreasing
pore diameter (.2, 0.45 and 0.22 ~m).

(ili) Quantiti(:ation of o-crystalline
Haemagglutination-inhibition assays were performed as described previously by

Depomerai et at.[BI, using monospecific anti-8-crystalline antiserum (11) and indl~
cator sheep red blood cells coated with total newly-hatched-chick lens proteins (rich
in 8-crystalline) extracts of cultures.

Results

Figure 2 compares the appearance of lentoids in 45-day cultures maintained in
H~ and HR3. Lentoids are prominent in the HRl and HRz cultures (Fig. 2a), but
few if any could be found in HR3 and H cultures (Fig. 2b).
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Phase contrast photograph showing glial cells in culture after removal of the neuronal cells by
chinoform treatment (x 120).

FIG

Figure 3 shows the number of lentoids formed on the 45th day of the chick em-
bryonic retina glial cell culture when using different stages of the retinal extracts. As
seen in the figure, the number of lentoids in HRt was the greatest, while it became
less in H~ and the lowest levels were in HR3 and H cultures. Finally, we have tested
the effects of two purified growth factors (FGF and EGF) on 8-crystalline accumula-
tion and number of lentoids in RG cultures using H medium. The concentrations
used were those shown to give half-maximal responses to FGF in terms of prolifera-
tion ~3 mg/ml) and fibre G!(ferentiation (40 mg/ml) in cultures of rat lens epithelial
cells! J, Slight stimulation of8-crystalline accumulation (Fig. 5) and lentoids number
(Fig. 4) was observed using the lower concentration (3 mg/ml) of FGF asa supple-
ment for H medium, while EGF had no significant effect at either concentration. A
much more dramatic stimulation of 8 accumulation (about 7 fold) and lentoids
number about (to-fold) was obtained with higher concentration ofFGF (40 mg/ml).

Discussion

The ability to promote transdifferentiation of neural retina cells into lens is shared



FIG. 2. Phase contrast photograph showing typical field from 45 day cultures. (a) in H~ medIa tiO% 01
Uday chick embryo retina extract (x 200). (b) in HRJ media (10% of 18 day chick embryo retina

extract) (x 200).
L : Lentoids
SL : Smaillentoids.
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FIG. 3. Number of lentoids fonned during embryonic glial cell cultures of retina in HR1, HRz, HRJ and H
medium at 45 days of cultures. Each point gives the mean and standard error (vertical bar) derived
from at least four culture dishes.
HR1 (MEM + horse serum + 8 day-chick embryo retina extract).
HRz (MEM + horse serum + 12 day-chick embryo retina extract).
HRJ (MEM + horse serum + 18 day-chick embryo retina extract).
H control (MEM + 5% horse serum).

FIG. 4. Effects of purified FGF and EGF on lentoids number in H cultures (45 day cultures). Each point
gives the mean and standard error derived from at least four culture dishes.
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FIG. 5. Effects of purified FGF and EGF on 8-crystalline accumulation in H cultures. Each point gives the
mean and standard error (vertical bar) derived from at least four culture dishes. 8 8, H
medium plus 40 mg/ml FGF; 0 0, H medium plus 3 mg/ml FGF; ~ ~, H medium
plus 40 mg/ml EGF, '" H medium plus 3 mg/ml EGF; (H control is shown as

8 8).
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by chick embryo extract, whereas adult chicken serum support much less extensive
production of lens cells (Depomerai and Gali)[2]. It is particularly striking that the
low molecular weight dialysis fraction prepared from embryonic extract is able to
promote neural retina transdifferentiation into lens, whereas that from adult is not.
These effects might be related to the rapid differentiation of many different cell types
during embryonic development as compared with the relative stability of the dif-
fer~ntiated state during adult stages (Depomerai and Gali)[2].

Our data presents a consistent pattern whereby the stimulator effects of retinal ex-
tract on transdifferentiating RG cultures are most clearly seen when supplementary
H medium, which itself supports little lentoids production. The simplest interpreta-
tion is that components of the retinal extract act as growth factors to stimulate mitosis
among retinal glial cells. It will be'interesting to determine whether the active factors
in RG transdifferentiation are the same as those which~romotenewt lensregenera-
tion in organ culture (i.e. EDGE II and III; Cuny et al. 9].

The reason why the retinal extract is most active in H cultures is probably due lack
of this medium to serum growth factors (Depomerai and Gali)[2]. Recentl.Y, Karim
and Depomerai (1990)[3] found that cell numbers decline slowly throughout the cul-
turing period in H medium, but increase markedly after two weeks in HR medium
(with retinal extract). Going back to the effects of retinal extracts on the extent of
lentoidogenesis (monitored as lentoids number), two features are eminent. First,
there is a clear dose-de&endence on the concentration of retinal extract added
(Karim and Depomerai) I.. Second, extracts prepared from early embryonic retina
show higher activity than in those prepared from later stages. The clear implication
of this is that the active factors are present in higher levels during early development
and declining as the tissue architecture becomes established and cell proliferation
slows down. If the eye-derived growth fa<;tors are themselves of retinal origin, then
the survival of factor'-secreting cells during in vitro culturing might, in part, account
for the fact that early embryonic neural retina cells transdifferentiate much faster
and more extensively than do their counterparts from later stages[3,lO].

The effect of retinal extract or purified FGF which mediated via glial cell division
is supported indirectly by studies of CAT activity[31.. Our data (using RG cultures)
suggest that Muller glial (precursor) cells probably ca~ receptors for growth factors
present in the retinal extract, such as FGF/EDGFW11]. Some evidence in support of
this view is provided by the data in Fig. 4 and 5, which show that purified FGF (but
not EGF) can exert similar stimulatory effects on lentoids number and & accumula-
tion when added as a supplement to H-medium cultures.
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